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About This Content

Gold coated model of the BM03 Vegalta. Only a small number of these were ever manufactured. This model is coated in gold so
that it reflects radar waves. However, this is not very effective. It is operated as a ceremonial unit or by commanders. It is armed
with a Combat Burner (flamethrower) that is mounted on the arm. After jumping, pressing the jump button again will activate

the jet thrusters. Flight is possible for short periods of time.
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Title: BM03 Vegalta Gold
Genre: Action
Developer:
SANDLOT
Publisher:
D3 PUBLISHER
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit, Windows 8.1 64bit Windows 10 64bit

Processor: 3 GHz 2 Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7870

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 sound device

English,Japanese
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I Tried 8 new farms in a row and could not make my first dollar. This game needs some serious rebalancing.. This game is
defintely a lot of fun! It tugs on the emotion of being lost and hunted, with jump scares like I have never had before. A great
addition to the library to play both with randoms and with friends.. This was a fantastic adventure. The unique art style, funny
dialogue, and surreal events occurring throughout promise an amazing series. I can't wait to play more of these games.. Long
time Steam-er; first time reviewer...

  In the time since the Battle Royale revolution exploded last year, I've watched many a Let's Play of PUBG and Fortnite.
But after watching some of my favorite Youtubers play Totally Accurate Battlegrounds...
I KNEW I had to get this game...

  Although the developers had only intended TABG to be their annual April Fool's joke --in this case, an homage/parody of the
BR genre-- I see why so many have seen past the joke and take this game to heart...

Faster gameplay than PUBG and Fortnite

Gorgeous graphics

A unique spin on BR's signature circle; you have to see it to believe it!

Wacky physics (as only a Totally Accurate game could!)

Oh, and of course...
"Pressing "G" is... 'Gangsta!'" -jacksepticeye, 2018

  Yes, the game is a work-in-progress, and it needs a little polishing, but Landfall did so much to set TABG apart from its
inspirations, all the while staying true to BR's bottom line: Last one/squad standing...

I LOVE this game.
and to all of you who took a minute or two to read this through , (looking at you too, devs!) I hope you will too
10/10

P.S. Yes, I love this game so much, I made my in-game character my Steam avatar ^u^

P.P.S. Edited review; Landfall improved the servers. With Europa Barbarorum and Jirisys' mega mod pack this is the best
historical strategy game I've ever played, absolutely fantastic. It is an okay game on its own, Europa Barbarorum though is in a
class of its own.. I don't know why is this game getting hate, this game is acually pretty good.. It is an alright time waster.

However, the controls are frustratingly awful and music is just plain bad and repetitive.
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Never reviewed games but this one is so obscure i felt like at least it needed a hand:

After my 24th round of useless queue exploring i came around this little game... BINGO!

Finished it ( took me 50 hours while learning and failing twice, Ironman that♥♥♥♥♥♥) and, as a Turn based addict, i can say;
this game, rough around the edges as it is, is lots of fun!

Game has two dificulties; Easy and Normal, with optional ironman (but not your regular console peasant "Normal")

No idea how hard "Easy" is, but be warned!, in Normal you need to understand what you are doing if you want to keep playing
after level 3 (end game is at level 6-7), the game has a lot of flexibility to allow you to keep playing even after one or two
inconvenient deaths in the roster (you recover the total value of gear spent in that character) but if you just *click thing to do
stuff* im sorry, you wont go anywhere. Patiently scroll around your skills and choose the best combinations for your party to
face the diferent kinds of enemy groups as you progress, you are always mostly at a disvantage and sometimes (due to
randomization) runing away from encounters its the best option (at least during the first levels).

The plot is terrible...
The ending is terrible...
This is a rpg for the "mechanics" focused kind of nerd (hi there!)

I wont get into details, in short: it has a mix of others games (mostly blackguards and dark dungeons), look at a video and you
will know if you want it or not!. I've been waiting for 3 years for this and it meet all my expectations great game can't wait for
more.. Great reprezentation of Slovak Republic :) \u2665 thanks for creators.. Apperantly the NPCs can't get enough sausage
when they're right next to a meat market thats next too a pig farm with livestock. So, might as well riot over it.

I was not expecting a Sim City experiene from this game, I was expecting more of a Star Wars Empire at War or Company of
Heros experience... Was a slap at the face. At least I only spent $10 on this crap ._.. worst game ever. Fine game, but it is old
and buggy. For instance, once I use the female accountant to hire new employes, I can't exit the menu because the button
disappeared and have to restart the game.. it is good :). Great game and a funny timewaster. Highly recommended.

After 1 year of play still fun and entertaining.
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